WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Deluxe Spirograph Design Guide

Includes tray with built-in storage,
7 gears, 1 gear template, 1 drawing template,
1 pen, 10 pcs of A4 paper and a design guide

Not suitable for children under 3 years because of small parts - choking hazard.
Know the Basics

Create a SPIROGRAPH Design
1. Place the gear template (SPIROGRAPH logo facing up) on a sheet of paper inside the tray.
2. Select a gear and place it in one of the gear template openings (circle, oval, kidney) so that the teeth on the gear and opening are engaged.
3. Put the tip of the pen into one of the gear holes, and move the pen around inside of the opening. Always keep the teeth on the gear and opening engaged as you draw! Draw around the opening until the line returns to the point where you started.

Draw a Picture!
Place the drawing template on a sheet of paper. Then, use the pen to trace around the inside of one of the shapes. Combine different shapes for a complete picture!

Store the Gears!
On the SPIROGRAPH tray, you'll find areas for gear and pen storage. The gear slots are sized to fit each of the seven gears.
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Made in China.
Cool Gears and Shapes To Create Awesome Designs

Make a Masterpiece!

Now Try These!

You can make an endless number of SPROGRAPH creations! For your own unique designs, place the pen (or different colored pens of your own) in any of the numbered gear holes and start drawing! For more detailed designs you can alternate the gear holes you use, and even add different gears to the same design. Then, turn your designs into pictures using the drawing template. Make everything from insects to spaceships! It's fun, easy and so-o-o- creative!
Lobster
Gear Template: Circle 78
Gear: 22
Gear Hole: 4

Crab
Gear Template: Circle 78
Gear: 18
Gear Hole: 1

Turtle
Gear Template: Circle 64
Gear: 30
Gear Hole: 5

Mouth
Gear Template: Circle 78
Gear: 29
Gear Hole: 6